
How Big the Moon  (2014) 
 

How big the moon is when it rises! 
Oh Bedford, you amaze me, 
And I regret the sentimental hour 
When I, against a thousand reasons, 
Returned to Earth, ignorant Earth, 
While you, in whom I’d set some hope, 
Dully refuse to even grasp 
The basics of astronomy, 
 
How big the moon is when it rises! 
I beg your pardon, Bedford, if 
Like a school teacher I ask you 
To span the outlines of the moon 
Between your thumb and index finger 
At arm’s length and to do the same … 
Oh, have I told you so before? 
Well, I should think so … It is called 
The Moon Illusion, and nothing really 
To wonder much about. So, Bedford, 
Do stop your silly measuring 
And … What? No, Bedford, that is quite 
Out of the question and altogether …. 
It grows, you say? You mean, it rises. 
Of course it rises, but will never 
Gain or lose in size, no matter 
If it’s an apple, pea, or pumpkin 
In our deluded eyes. 
 
Why no! Confounded! 
Bedford, you blundering fool, you’re right: 
It rises and, invisibly, it grows. 
I must consult my telescopes,  
Oh sure they’ll set things right, like when 
Two years ago, nay it was three, 
I had discovered, or just thought I had, 
That brandnew planet between Mars 
And Venus, to be called Cavor, 
And then a triple set of lenses, 
Dull inanimate matter, shamed me. 
Bedford, I say, do not just stand there 
Dumbfounded. Things unheard of are about. 
Say something. What does all this mean? 
 

The thing comes nearer? Is that it? 
Why, any child would answer thus, 
And in that naive way of yours 
Of course you’re right. The question is, 
And I entreat you, leave the answer 
To the astronomer between us, 
The question to be raised is what 
Set it all in motion and how can 
Celestial bodies in a day 
Leave their primordial lawful courses? 
No, Bedford, do not wreck your brain, 

Neither offend your claim to reason, 
Or what is left of it, by guessing 
As it seems at some obscure 
Pseudo-eternal lunar spiral 
Around our Earth, is that your meaning? 
 
Very clever, Bedford. Allow me 
To drop your theory and name 
In my next book. What d’ you mean, if? 
If there are books at all? Why, Bedford, 
Look at the red balloon there, rising 
And turning golden ‘gainst the night. 
Is that not worth a treatise? What? 
 
Why sure the papers and will report. 
But will they know the how’s and why’s? 
There’s only one who knows: Cavor. 
There’s two? Now, do be serious 
And answer, don’t just stare. The moon  
Is taking up a tenth already 
Of the entire sky. 
                                    The crater?  
You see it? where we landed? Oh, 
You ought to be ashamed of that 
Eyesight of yours. I see it now. 
Remember how we leaped and tumbled? 
I almost feel it in my legs.  
My God, it’s almost overhead now, 
A giant growing by the minute, 
It’s colours blackening from red 
And golden to a gleaming night 
Bidding our night a darker night, 
And travelling on. I wonder who 
Unleashed this monstrous creature.  
 
I did? Bedford, control yourself. 
In what way could I possibly …? 
You mean the gravitational shield, 
Well, I had thought of that myself, 
My modest contribution to 
The history of travelling man, 
Ingenious, a milestone, yes, 
But nothing to unhinge the moon. 
Oh, look at it, we’re near eclipsed. 
The roundness, vastness, craters gaping 
Like dead eyes from a scarry face, 
With turquoise pupils dug in deep, 
And isn’t there a funny draft, 
Some breathlike chill grazing treetops, 
Nosing out my observatory.  
 
A question, Bedford? What question? 
Oh, my return? I knew you’d ask. 
                                                     Well, 
With our sphere gone, and I a prisoner 
I had to think of some replacement, 



Some vehicle, in case my mind 
Was bent at all on leaving 
Those most astounding Selenites. 
As you know from the messages 
I sent to Earth, such element 
Or compound as my Cavorite 
Was not existent on the moon, 
But with my wont resourcefulness, 
Assisted also – for I’d made 
Myself agreeable among them –  
By some very useful, Bedford, 
Moonlings, I processed the material 
I needed and, contrary to  
Doubtful reports, eventually 
Returned to Earth and you, my friend.  
The leftovers, you ask? My plans, 
My formulas? What happened to them? 
I do not know? I didn’t care. 
 
You know, you say? Go on then, tell me, 
If you’re so expert once again. 
The Selenites produced the stuff? 
Maybe. In largest quantities? 
For what reasons, may I ask? 
 
You guess they planned to follow me 
Down to their mother planet Earth? 
To follow me, Cavor, whom they  
Had come to worship like a God? 
Bedford, you’re up to something there. 
But how’d they do it, follow me? 
You say most likely by transporting 
Those Cavoritic masses to 
The far side of the moon and waiting 
For natural law to take effect? 
What natural law? You speak in riddles. 
 

The law of gravitation? Weakened 
On one side through a shield, and thus 
Made more effective on the other? 
My own invention! The difference lying 
In no more than the size: the moon 
A spaceship! Like our good old sphere. 
Bedford! Clowning yourself through science, 
You’ve probably again found truths 
You don’t deserve. And if you blush, 
It’s good we’re in the darkness 
That has descended on us, twice 
Blacker than any moonless night, 
With just some bluish speck or specter 
Gleaming through the floating roof. 
I say, this lightness in my legs 
And arms and head is getting stronger, 
Lifting me up almost, as if 
I were to soar and fly and pat 
The moon hello. What about you? 
You feel …? Now, what was that, that bump 

And shake? We’re not an earthquake region? 
That rattling? Breaking glass? Bedford, 
What is it?  
                    It’s the end, you say? 
If my observatory’s gone, 
My telescopes, my books and charts, 
You could well call it that … What? 
Speak up against this hurricane, 
Can’t hear a word you’re saying, 
And water rolling in.  
                                      A case 
Of gravitational give and take? 
That’s nicely put, but sheerest nonsense. 
Don’t waste our time with speculation. 
 

The moon takes weight off us, and drops 
A few Gibraltars on our heads? 
I say, if you had read my essay on 
Celestial collision … Bedford, 
This water has a salty note, 
Which I have always quite resented. 
And what about this sulphurous stink?  
It kills me like it did in Naples, 
Horrible time I had there. Bedford, 
Where are you? It’s not hide and seek. 
 
Your hand, you fool, if I may call  
You that for once. Give me your hand, 
Or will you die alone? No, shut up 
And leave Cavor the final word. 
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